TOTAL STOP SYSTEM WITH FLOW SENSITIVE UNLOADER VALVES
In an high pressure washing plant, the use of electromechanical devices such as pressure switches and
flow switches allows to assemble a particular layout, known as “total stop” , in which, at gun closure, the
pump is automatically cut off and, at the subsequent gun opening, the pump is reactivated without the
operator having to act on any switch.
If traditional unloader valves (pressure trapped or pressure sensitive) are used, the “total stop” system
can be achieved by using indifferently pressure switches or flow switches.
If conversely, a flow sensitive unloader valve is fitted on the system, an eventual use of two pressure
switches would be frustrated by the zero setting of the pressure along the whole line from the pump to
the gun when the gun is closed. With this typology of valve, a total stop system can be achieved solely
through the use of a flow switch. However such a flow switch must be particularly sensitive in order to be
activated even by the low flow given by the water mains pressure which is in the system when the gun is
opened.
For this reason PA has developed the new flow switch FL7 MS which distinguishes itself for its extreme
sensibility with a minimum intervention flow of only 0.3 l/min.
Thanks to the new flow switch FL7 MS (p/n 28.0430.00), it is now possible to assembly a total
stop system even in an installation fitted with a flow sensitive unloader valve.
The new flow switch can be fitted on various typologies of installations equipped with flow sensitive
unloader valves (see figures 1, 2, 3) ; the only restrictions to be aware of are:


Assembly in vertical position ( due to absence of spring)



Water mains minimum pressure of 1.5 bar (to guarantee the minimum intervention flow even with
small size nozzles)

The FL7 MS is rated for a maximum flow rate ( in pump delivery) of 60 l/min and up to a maximum
pressure of 350 bar: the flow switch can therefore be used combined with the following flow sensitive
valves:


Pulsar Zero ( 40 l/min; 280 bar )



VB 60-250 Zero ( 60 l/min; 250 bar )

With appropriate limitations, the FL7 MS flow switch can also be used with the following flow sensitive
valves:


VB 20-160 Zero ( 20 l/min; 160 bar ) only installed like in figure 2



VB 80-280 Zero ( limited flow at 60 l/min; 280 bar )



VB 60-400 Zero ( 60 l/min; limited pressure at 350 bar )

